Describing a Friend or Family Member – Sentences
Vocabulary
Read the information below about Tsuneki, a young Japanese man.
5. Hometown
Osaka

4. Hobbies
cooking
rugby
running
1. Name

3. Appearance
tall & thin
wears glassses
short black hair

Tsuneki

2. Age
19

6. Job works parttime in a sushi
shop in Yokohama
7. Personality
good sense of
humour

8. Other nickname
is “running man”
(he loves running)

Sentences
Now write the information as sentences. The first one has been done for you.
1. His name is Tsuneki.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
After you have finished, check your writing with a partner. Then re-write the sentences as
one paragraph.
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Describing a Friend or Family Member – Sentences (TEACHER)
Vocabulary
Read the information below about Tsuneki, a young Japanese man.
5. Hometown
Osaka

4. Hobbies
cooking
rugby
running
1. Name

3. Appearance
tall & thin
wears glassses
short black hair

7. Personality
good sense of
humour

Tsuneki

2. Age
19

6. Job works parttime in a sushi
shop in Yokohama

8. Other nickname
is “running man”
(he loves running)

Sentences
Now write the information as sentences. The first one has been done for you.
1. His name is Tsuneki.
2. He is 19 years old.
3. He is tall and thin, he wears glasses and he has short black hair.
4. He has several hobbies : he likes cooking, playing rugby and
running.
5. He comes from Osaka. OR His hometown is Osaka.
6. He has a part-time job in a sushi shop in Yokohama. OR He works
part-time in a sushi shop in Yokohama.
7. He has a good sense of humour.
8. His nickname is “marathon man” because he loves running.
After you have finished, check your writing with a partner. Then re-write the sentences as
one paragraph.
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